S T A T E M E NT O F L I NE
Chair

Love Seat

Sofa

Storage Lounge

A SECONDARY SURFACE
With the optional pivoting tablet arm, you can
set down your computer, take notes, or rest your
coffee mug within arm’s reach. Tablets can be
positioned on the right or left arm of a chair, swivel
360 degrees, and are available as an oval or circle.
H Y P AT E LOU NG E T A B L E S & S E A T I N G

DURABLE AND LONG-LASTING

CHOICES UPON CHOICES

FOUR OF A KIND

Hypate offers a form that’s anything but fragile. Designed with a sturdy frame and upholstery
that’s double stitched for extra strength, each piece is made to stand the test of time and use.
No wonder it carries a lifetime warranty.

Find the look that fits you best. A choice of two back styles with horizontal or transitional stitching, two arm
styles with upholstered or inset wood, and wood legs with a metal option all make for endless versatility.

Hypate comes in four forms: a club chair, love-seat,
sofa, and storage lounge. Widths range from 35” to
72,” while a uniform height unites the group with a
consistent appearance.

A COMFORTABLE
CROWD PLEASER

Welcome to style and simplicity that
everyone seems to love. No matter
the setting—whether reception area,
lounge space, waiting room or executive

HYPA T E LO UNGE T A BLES & S EATING

office—Hypate lounge furniture offers
unmistakable comfort and support.
Boasting graceful curves and distinct
shaping, Hypate offers a generous area
to sit down, stretch out, share ideas,
or simply relax. Alone or in a group,

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
JOHN STAFFORD &
CHRIS CARTER

For over a decade, John Stafford and Chris Carter have created
inspiring designs for all categories of the contract market. With an
instinct for creating furniture that delights and invites, the team’s
designs can be found in corporate, healthcare, college/university,
retail store planning and hospitality markets worldwide.

the collection offers a broad yet refined
sense of proportion—one that people
are instantly drawn to.
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